
q Wear CNC provided PPE.
q Wash hands upon entry into the 

scanner suite.
q Use the sanitizing wipes and wipe all

the surfaces, chair and chair handles.
q Place new covers on the eyetracker 

computer keyboard and mouse.

q Remain in the 
designated area until 
the end of the scan.

q Remove the keyboard and mouse covers.
q Sanitize the area and anything that you touched with the 

wipes that are provides.
q Wash hands and exit the MRI suite.
q Meet the participant in the consent room if applicable or 

exit the center.Research 
Staff

CNC Staff

q Leave the designated changing room 
unlocked.

q Wash hands upon entry into the 
scanner suite.

q Place the covers on the scanner 
computer keyboard, mouse and 
controller.

q Place covers for the emergency 
squeeze ball and response box.

q Place cover for the headrest and make 
the participant bed.

q Wear mask, face shield and gloves.
q Remain in the designated spot until the 

participant is ready to be MRI screened.

q Remove face shield and 
gloves.

q Remain in the 
designated area until 
the end of the scans.

q Wash hands, wear gloves and face shield to remove 
participant from the scanner.

q Confirm the participant has the face mask before entering 
the scanner room.

q Start the timer. Wait 20mins before entering the scanner 
room to sanitize the suite.

q Remove the covers on emergency squeeze ball and 
response box.

q Use the wipes provided to sanitize the inside of head coil, 
headrest and padding.

q Use the UV light to sanitize the eyetracker mirror when 
necessary.

q Sanitize the inside of the scanner bore.
q Wipe all the door handles, metal wand, ear plug dispenser 

handle, surfaces and chairs/chairs handles.
q Remove the scanner computer keyboard, mouse and 

siemens controller covers.
q Wipe all the door handles and counter tops in the changing

room and replenish the scrub packets.
q Wipe all the surfaces and door handles in the consent room.
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